Banks building modern
blockchain payments infrastructure

USDF Consortium
The USDF Consortium is a group of banks that
have come together to build modern blockchainbased payments rails.
By bringing existing bank deposits onto blockchain
we believe we can make payments more efficient
and improve traditional banking services,
expanding access to safe and affordable financial
services.
We believe that banks are best positioned to bring
blockchain innovation into the real world.

Banks already offer
digital dollars

11%

Most money in the US economy
today is held as a deposit at an
insured depository institution. The
vast majority of this is held digitally.
The Fed estimates that just 6% of
transactions today are in cash.
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Notes and Coins

Reserves accounts at the Fed

73%

Bank deposits

Blockchain is next
Money is already digital, and
tokenization is the next step in
the evolution of money.

Modern Payments Infrastructure
Blockchain can facilitate faster, cheaper payments ensuring
consumers and companies of all sizes have immediate
access to their money.

A Better Ledger for Traditional Assets
Traditional financial services assets (like loans) can be
brought onto blockchain. This can add transparency and
efficiency that lowers the cost of credit and improves
access for creditworthy borrowers,

Financial Inclusion
This can promote financial inclusion, by lowering the costs
to serve new markets and making it easier for banks to
meet the needs of underserved communities,

US Competitiveness
Tokenizing bank deposits can support the role of the U.S.
Dollar internationally and ensure that our economy remains
the most dynamic in the world.

Tokenized deposits are best positioned to bring the
blockchain innovation into the real world.
As we bring money onto blockchain, we must maintain the numerous benefits and
protections that our banking system provides today.
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Real-world payments and traditional financial services

USDF Consortium
The USDF Consortium is a bank-owned association
designed to promote the adoption of tokenized deposits.

Build a Blockchain Strategy
Connect with other banks investing in modern blockchain
infrastructure for financial services.

Education
Help employees across your organization get up the
blockchain learning curve with a hands-on approach that
will position your bank to respond quickly.

Advocacy
Work to create regulatory clarity that ensures banks can
compete in a digital economy.

Legal Resources
The Consortium has developed legal resources to help
engage with regulators.
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Today

Regulatory approvals
Today, banks require regulatory approval to engage in any
crypto activities. We are working with the banking
regulators to help create regulatory clarity for banks
working to be the responsible providers of blockchain
innovation

USDF Timeline
Phase 1

Blockchain payments
USDF can facilitate faster more efficient payments by
leveraging blockchain based rails. Initial use cases include
Business Payment
Merchant
Peer to Peer

Phase 2

Bring more traditional assets onto blockchain
Once we establish blockchain based payment rails by
bringing deposits on chain, we can bring other traditional
financial services assets like loans on-chain. Blockchain can
add transparency that makes these assets more liquid,
lowering cost of funding.

Consortium Membership
Regular working groups where you can connect
with peer banks on topics including: regulatory
developments, use cases, media & PR, legal,
and general updates.
Direct advocacy to ensure banks have
regulatory clarity to adopt novel technology and
business models.
Provide feedback that helps guide the
development of USDF consistent with your
bank's priorities.
Hear presentations from leaders across the
crypto ecosystem to help identify opportunities
for your institution.
Access legal and technical resources developed
by the Consortium to give your bank the tools to
go live on blockchain.

Regulatory Landscape
As policymakers evaluate how to realize the benefits of blockchain
technology while maintaining critical protections, they continue to
point to the bank regulatory framework.
USDF answers the call from policymakers for blockchain innovation
from within the bank regulatory framework and meets the
recommendations of the President's Working Group.
Despite this, banks still need explicit permission to engage in any
crypto-related activities.
OCC Interpretive Letter 1179
FDIC FIL 16-2022
Federal Reserve Guidance
USDF is actively engaging regulators and legislators to ensure that
banks can continue to play the same critical credit creation role on
blockchain that they do in every other market.
Read our comments to Treasury

What is a USDF token?
A digitized representation of an existing fiat deposit, not a new asset
pegged to another or backed by collateral.
Able to move between KYC/AML’d accounts at member institutions.
Programmable, offering member banks the opportunity to employ
smart contacts and thus a wide range of use cases.
A low cost, real time transaction and settlement mechanism, invisible
to your customers via their existing front end interface.
USDF is built on Provenance Blockchain
A proof of stake network purpose built for regulated financial
institutions and optimized for high through put, low transaction costs
and maximum security.
Does not contain personally identifiable information .

Illustrative Deposit
Tokenization via USDF
Each USDF Consortium bank will have a digital wallet on
the Provenance Blockchain for transacting in USDF on
behalf of its customers.
A customer wishing to transact via the USDF network will
be onboarded in accordance with their bank’s standard
account-opening procedure. The customer will be able to
initiate a transaction via the USDF network through their
online/mobile banking interface.
When a customer instructs its bank (“sending bank”) to
send money to a customer of a USDF Consortium bank
(“receiving bank”), USDF is minted by the sending bank, the
sending bank will debit funds from the sending customer’s
deposit account and credit a USDF settlement account at
the sending bank.
When the receiving bank receives the USDF and credits its
customer’s bank account with deposits, the receiving bank
records a debit in its USDF settlement account, reflecting
the funds due to it by another bank.
At the settlement time(s) each day, the USDF Consortium
generates a net settlement report indicating each USDF
Consortium bank’s net settlement position relative to each
other USDF Consortium bank. USDF Consortium banks
then settle their net obligations over Fedwire Funds or
FedACH and update their books and records accordingly.

Use Cases
USDF can make banking faster, cheaper, and more accessible.

Real-Time Payments
Customers can use USDF rails to
effect real-time payments
between consumers, businesses,
and merchants. This can lower
costs to transact and provide
real-time availability of funds.

Multi-party Settlement
USDF is programmable and can
be triggered for distribution to
wallets tied to specific events,
such as receiving all digital
signatures on loan documents
Distribution can be instantaneous
and/or follow waterfall
Applications include complicated
transactions involving escrow, like
commercial real estate financing

Digital Asset Marketplace
A growing number of marketplaces
feature blockchain securities, such
as funds or private equity
Marketplaces require tokenized
deposits for bilateral transactions
Applications include providing fiat
for Figure Equity Solutions, Figure
Digital Fund Services

Banks play a critical role in the
communities they serve. Our
goal is to ensure that banks of all
sizes have access to modern
infrastructure that keeps them
competitive in a digital economy.

Get in touch!
Visit us at USDFConsrtium.com or email
info@USDFConsortium.com

Appendix: Use Cases
Mobile Banking/Payments
Figure Pay is a private-label
mobile banking application
built on USDF
Any Pay customers - P2P,
consumer to merchant, B2B
- can transact on a USDF rail
using QR codes

Multi-party Settlement
USDF is programmable and can
be triggered for distribution to
wallets tied to specific events,
such as receiving all digital
signatures on loan documents
Distribution can be instantaneous
and/or follow waterfall
Applications include complicated
transactions involving escrow, like
commercial real estate financing

Digital Asset Marketplaces
A growing number of
marketplaces feature
blockchain securities, such
as funds or private equity
Marketplaces require
tokenized deposits for
bilateral transactions
Applications include
providing fiat for Figure
Equity Solutions, Figure
Digital Fund Services

Receivables Marketplace
Digital invoices eliminate
double pledging and can be
settled in USDF
Encumbered (lent against) or
factored invoices can use
smart contracts to direct
payment to the appropriate
party
Applications include invoice,
supply chain finance
marketplaces

Appendix: Use Cases
Mortgage Payments
USDF can reduce payment servicing cost and settlement time.
Mortgage customers traditionally make their monthly mortgage
payments through ACH.
ACH has several pain points for mortgage servicers that include 1)
3-day settlement, 2) receiving funds in lump sums with limited
detail on individual payers, 3) claw back risk.
Managing ACH payments requires meaningful resources and
oftentimes makes up ~50% of servicing expense.
USDF allows mortgage servicers to receive payments from
borrowers in real-time and reduces servicing costs for performing
loans to near zero, while receiving certainty into payor
identification and eliminating claw back risk.

Real-Time International Remittance
USDF can streamline international remittance payments into realtime payments.
Currently, bank-to-bank ACH transfer is generally the cheapest
method to send funds to remittance companies, a process that
takes 3 to 4 days.
While traditional real-time payments exist, they require excessive
pre-funding due to the slow settlement times associated with ACH
payments.
USDF can replace ACH transfers and integrate into the payment
process of remittance companies to offer real-time payments for
a fraction of the cost.
The total turnaround time from sending in one country to
receiving in another country drops to seconds from days while
dramatically reducing cost.

Appendix: Use Cases
Digital Securities Lending
Assets on Provenance
Blockchain are digital and
allow for pure perfection
Banks can use USDF to
encumber assets - eliminates
double pledging, fraud
Applications include lending
against equity in Figure
Equity Solutions, SFR in 3rd
party marketplaces, funds on
Digital Fund Services

Crypto Lending
Provenance Blockchain supports a
bridge to BTC, ETH and other
crypto currencies
Banks can secure crypto via
custody, lend in USDF and use
Figure’s collateral management
tool to manage margin
Applications include crypto loans,
crypto-backed mortgages

Capital Call Lines of Credit
Capital calls can be financed
by USDF
Banks can encumber fund
interest to collateralize calls
and liquidate in the
secondary market in event of
default
Applications include private
equity and venture funds
listed on DFS, including
Apollo (Q1)

Loan Servicing
ACH is problematic in
servicing - one lump sum
without clear identification
of who paid, and subject to
clawback risk
USDF - through mobile
solutions like Pay or desktop
in lieu of ACH - provides real
time, same as cash payment
with defined payer

Appendix: Use Cases
Construction Projects
USDF can be programmed into construction project management smart
contracts.
Project management and project finance can be tightly integrated
together to allow for micro-draw processes where payouts can only
occur when verified for completion of approved tasks.
Banks de-risk their construction loans with increased governance and
improved visibility on the project.
Builders benefit by minimizing payables, attracting more tradesman,
improving cycle time, and increased cost visibility.
Trades benefit by minimizing receivables and improved cash flow.

Appendix: Operating Rules
Members and participants of the USDF Consortium will be subject to Operating Rules that will:
Clearly set forth the enforceable rights and obligations of each USDF Consortium bank.
Provide transparency to banks regarding the governance arrangements of USDF and the USDF Consortium.
Include tools to enable the USDF Consortium and the USDF Consortium banks to comprehensively manage legal, credit,
liquidity, operational and other risks.
Facilitate prompt settlement of transactions between customers, as well as their banks, while providing clarity and
certainty as to the timing of settlement finality.
Require common disclosures with respect to users of USDF.

Appendix: Joining USDF
To join the USDF Consortium and go live, your institution must…
Confirm you meet the membership criteria, including that you:
Be an insured depository institution and in good regulatory standing
Have technology and compliance staffing to support USDF, including BSA/AML/OFAC
Be well capitalized and have a CRA rating of at least “Satisfactory” (see membership criteria for
the full list)
Provide the requested information and execute the NDA and Agreement on the How to Join page
Upon approval of membership, remit the fee, which is a tiered pricing based on asset size starting at
$20K
Work with technical documentation from USDF Consortium or third parties like Figure Technologies,
Inc. to integrate USDF minting, transferring and burning with your core systems
Banks can self-onboard or use third parties to integrate their ledgers to USDF rails
Be willing to seek supervisory non-objection to its USDF activities from its primary supervisor

